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ClearView MealMaster Tamper Evident Medium Chicken Roaster

Foodservice / Food Packaging

Tamper Evident seal must be torn down in
order to remove the dome from the base.

Features

Benefits

Tamper Evident Closure

Offers security and prevents tampering.

Fog Gard™
Anti-fog Dome

Anti-Fog co-extruded into the lid
enhances merchandisability in and out
of a hot case

Increased Venting

Two SmartVent™ outlets provide 		
improved ability to exhaust steam.

Stackability

Can stack up to three-high for efficient
space utilization.

Ribbed Dome Design

Sidewall construction offers superior
strength and crush resistance. Flat sidewalls
provide surface area for labeling.

Microwaveable Base
and Dome

Enables customers to reheat one time in
microwave oven.

Ribbed base floor

Raises food above grease and excess liquid.
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ClearView MealMaster Tamper Evident Medium Chicken Roaster

Tamper evident seal attaches
securely to the dome.

Pactiv’s ClearView™ MealMaster™ Medium Tamper Evident
Chicken Roaster with co-extruded Fog Gard™ gives you all the
features you’ve come to expect and a great deal more – venting,
and a new Tamper Evident Closure System that prevents leakage
and enhances overall food safety.
The sturdy polypropylene ribbed dome is microwaveable and
stands up to the pressure of being stacked three-high, while two
SmartVent™ outlets allow the release of internal steam. The
microwaveable base is also made of polypropylene and features
a ribbed floor that raises food above the grease and excess liquid.
With the increasing concerns over food safety, the new Tamper
Evident ClearView™ MealMaster™ Medium Chicken Roaster will
provide you with the peace of mind that you and your customers
have come to expect from Pactiv.
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Stacking feature enhances display and
simplifies transportation of multiple orders.

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv products.
They are based upon testing and published guidelines and are reliable in most applications.
However, because every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is
unique, these guidelines are not a substitute for product testing. Confirmation of product
acceptability under your specific conditions of use must be done by you.

Product Specifications
Item Number
CNC-6010

Description
Medium Tamper Evident Chicken Roaster Combo Pack

Dimensions
10.5" x 8" x 4.68”

Case Wt. (lbs.)
15.0

Cube
2.73

Sleeve
1/100 ea.

Case Pack
100 ea.

Note: Bases are designed for one-time microwave reheating; domes must be removed prior to heating.
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